ACADEMIC STAFF: POTENTIAL ISP SUPERVISORS

**Dr Lori Allen** (la22; 588): human rights; nationalism; the United Nations; investigative commissions; political epistemologies; international law; anthropology of violence; political anthropology; historical anthropology; Palestine and the Middle East. **NOTE: on leave Term 1. A co-supervisor will be required.**


**Prof Paul Basu** (paul.basu; 508): material culture; cultural landscape; cultural memory; heritage; historicity; history of anthropology; colonialism; museum anthropology; exhibition practice; visual anthropology; migration and diaspora; culture and development; West Africa.


**Dr Orkideh Behrouzan** (ob8; 589): anthropology of medicine, science, and technology; interrelation between socio-historical and psychological processes, primarily in relation to mental health, social ruptures, memory, and subjectivity; Iran and the Middle East. **NOTE: on leave Term 2. A co-supervisor will be required.**


**Dr Catherine Dolan** (cd17; 567): Corporations and capitalism, international development, moral economies, corporate social responsibility, enterprise and entrepreneurialism, inclusive markets, consumption and commodities, politics and practices of food governance, gender; East Africa.


**Dr Gunvor Jonsson** (gj8; 582): development, migration and (im)mobilities in Africa with a focus on francophone/Islamic West Africa; Mali, Senegal, and South Africa.

Book manuscript-in-progress: *Terminus: The Ends of Malian Women’s Railway Commerce in Neoliberal Dakar.*

**Dr Fabio Gygi** (fg5; 562): material culture, medical anthropology, psychiatric classification (esp hoarding), science and technology studies, gender, cultural history; Japanese society. **NOTE: on research leave 2019-20—not available to supervise.**

Gygi, Fabio. 'The Metamorphosis of Excess: ‘Rubbish Houses’ and the Imagined Trajectory of Things in Post-Bubble Japan’. In: Cwiertka, Katarzyna J. and Machotka, Ewa

Dr Stephen Hughes (sh27; 558): popular cinema, media theory, historical anthropology and visual anthropology, and religion, media and politics; India, especially the Tamil-speaking south, and Sri Lanka.


Dr Elizabeth Hull (eh17; 551): economic anthropology; anthropology of the state & institutions, bureaucracy, agriculture; livelihoods; health; nutrition; politics of food systems, food acquisition and consumption practices; South Africa.


Dr Marloes Janson (mj19; 502): anthropology of religion, religious reform (Islam and Pentecostalism), transnational religious networks (Tabligh Jama’at), faith-based development, urban anthropology, popular culture, gender, youth; West Africa (the Gambia, Senegal and Nigeria).


Dr Jakob Klein (jk2; 564): anthropology of food; consumption; regional cuisines; local speciality foods; urban society and the urban/rural divide; food commodity chains; borderlands; food and environment; food safety and risk; meat-eating and vegetarianism; ethnicity and local identities; socialist and postsocialist societies; China (South).


Dr Kevin Latham (kl1; 565): Chinese media, newspapers, television, journalism, popular culture, Internet and telecommunications, theatre, anthropological knowledge, practice and performance; China - Hong Kong and Guangdong Province (PRC).


Dr Naomi Leite (nl15; 590): Sociality, belonging, and exclusion across cultural domains and scales; social constitution of the self; intersubjectivity; kinship/relatedness; “blood” and “race”; psychological states; anthropology of experience; language and thought; tourism; collective memory; heritage. Europe; Jewish world; zones of tourism encounter; global flows and imaginaries.

**Prof David Mosse** (dm21; 573): anthropology of mental health and cultural psychiatry, anthropology of Christianity, popular religion, environmental history and natural resources management, anthropology of development and activism, dalit politics; India, especially Tamil Nadu and adivasi western India.


**Dr Kostas Retsikas** (kr1; 595): The anthropology of personhood, social theory and poststructuralism, religion (especially Islam), the anthropology of the gift and of Islamic economics; Indonesia and South East Asia.


**Dr Ruba Salih** (ruba.salih; 471): Islamic feminism, secular and religious women’s movements in the Middle East, transnational migration and gender, multiculturalism and citizenship, globalization, diaspora and refugee studies; gender, Islam and modernity in the Middle East and Europe; the Palestine question. **NOTE: on leave Term 1. A co-supervisor will be required.**


**Prof Edward Simpson** (es7; B400). social theory and the Indian Ocean; disaster and reconstruction anthropology; post-colonial rural change; infrastructure development in South Asia; ethnography of western India


**Dr Gabriele Vom Bruck** (gb19; 585): elites, memory, religion and politics; Middle East with emphasis on the Arabian Peninsular (especially Yemen)


**Dr Joe Trapido** (jt41; 572): music and cultural patronage between Kinshasa and Europe, electoral politics, aesthetic and political-economic anthropology; West Africa: DR Congo.